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Introduction 

When we think of the heritage of cities we usually think of historical monuments, statues of                

famous people, or buildings of architectural value. But there is another kind of heritage—the              

living heritage comprising trees in our towns and cities. These heritage trees can be found in a                 

variety of urban spaces—along roads, in parks, alongside water bodies, amidst wooded groves,             

in religious spaces and even in private property. 

These heritage trees are important, of course, for their biological value, but so also for their                

cultural value. Heritage trees are historical artefacts—connecting urban residents to the past            

and providing a sense of belonging in cities that can otherwise be stressful places to live in. 

  

What are heritage trees? 

There are a range of criteria that designate a tree as a heritage tree. These attributes—both                

material and non-material—makes the tree stand out. The material attributes could be age or              

size of the tree. It could also be the result of the form or shape of the tree. Further, it could be                      

that the tree is a rare species or a tree at risk of being lost. The non-material criteria relate to                    

cultural and aesthetic aspects. It could be that the tree has a historical or cultural association                

either with a person, an event or a place. It could also be a tree associated with myth or                   

folklore. A comprehensive definition of a heritage tree by Aird (2005) is given below: 

  

“A notable specimen because of its size, form, shape, beauty, age, colour, rarity, genetic              

constitution, or other distinctive features; a living relic that displays evidence of cultural             

modification by native or non-native people, including strips of bark or knot-free wood             

removed, test hole cut to determine soundness, furrows cut to collect pitch or sap, or blazes to                 
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mark a trail; a prominent community landmark; a specimen associated with a historic person,              

place, event or period; a representative of a crop grown by ancestors and their successors that                

is at risk of disappearing from cultivation; a tree associated with local folklore, myths, legends               

or traditions; a specimen identified by members of a community as deserving heritage             

recognition.”  

  

Anyone or even a mix of the criteria can result in the tree being accorded the status of a                   

heritage tree. 

  

Local community’s connections that assign cultural value to trees  
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Heritage trees in cities across the world 

Heritage trees are found in cities across the world. These trees are valued for different reasons,                

but in one way or the other are considered to be an important part of the landscape of the city.  

Size, both diameter and height, and age of trees are important criteria for declaring a tree as a                  

heritage tree. In Beijing, China, aluminium signs of varying sizes are hung to draw attention to                

the oldest trees and highlight their heritage value. Thus, trees that are 100 years old have                

aluminium plates of two by five inches, more than 500 years have plates of four by eight and                  

for trees older than 1000 years the plates are larger at four by twelve inches. Trees grow old                  

and die, and so to have trees of such antiquity in an urban landscape is something to be                  

treasured and valued—the aluminium plates help raise awareness about such trees in the city.  

In Sydney, Australia, any tree with a diameter of 300 mm (around 12 inches) or above are                 

protected as heritage trees. In Los Angles, United States of America (USA), is the Eagle Tree, a                 

70 feet high California sycamore (Pseudotsuga menziesii) so named by residents because of the              

large-sized eagles that once nested in the tree. This tall tree towers over everything else in the                 

landscape and was also used as a boundary marker by the Spanish colonists. Acknowledging the               

tree’s heritage value is a bronze plaque. Similarly, across cities in the USA there are several                

trees designated as heritage trees for the height and diameter to which they grow. Seattle on                

the western coast has a Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) that is 27 feet in circumference or                

103 inches DBH (Diameter at Breast Height); and this tree is also 225 feet in height. A tulip tree                   

(Liriodendron tulipifera) in the Bronx in New York City is 66 inches in DBH and 150 feet tall.                  

Many other trees can be found in the city that are marked as Great Trees and protected by the                   

Department of Parks and Recreation. But some cities do not go only by the largeness. In                

Jacksonville, the threshold DBH for protection as heritage trees is just 6 inches within 20 feet of                 

a street right of way. 

To the East, in Bangkok, Thailand, the peepul (Ficus religiosa) found in Buddhist monasteries are               

identified as heritage trees, along with large-sized raintrees (Albizia saman). The largest            

raintree had a diameter of 210 cm. A total of 261 trees of 22 species were marked as heritage                   

trees in a survey. Apart from species of Ficus and raintree, the other species were golden                
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shower (Cassia fistula), tamarind (Tamarindus indica), jamun (Syzygium cumini), cannonball          

tree (Couroupita guianensis) and Devils tree (Alstonia scholaris), all of which were recorded as              

heritage trees. 

Historical and cultural connections are another important criterion for trees being classified as             

heritage trees. Cape Town, the second most populated city in South Africa has several trees of                

historical importance. In a suburb stands the Old Slave Tree, a 500-year-old milkwood             

(Sideroxylon inerme). The tree is named thus because it was under this tree that slaves were                

bought and sold, and some slaves were even hung to death from the tree’s branches. The tree                 

was later renamed as Treaty Tree as it was under this tree that the Dutch ceded territory to the                   

British after the formers defeat. Today this tree is protected as a national monument. There are                

several other trees in Cape Town including a saffron pear tree (Pyrus communis) brought from               

Holland and believed to be the oldest living cultivated tree in the country—and one that still                

fruits. These trees, and many others, are a witness to the cultural, and often violent, history of                 

the settlement of Cape Town. Another witness to the devastating history of a city are trees in                 

Tokyo, Japan, damaged during the bombing of the city during World War II by the Americans.                

These trees still survive, but bear scars of fires having been burnt.  

In some cases, trees are given heritage status because of their importance to the local               

community. Across the United Arab Emirates, and in the city of Dubai the ghaf tree (Prosopis                

chineraria) was accorded heritage status by King Sheik Zayed—not because it was rare but              

because of its many uses to the locals. The heritage status has ensured that even individual                

trees are not cut down and any construction that could impact a tree is carried out                

accommodating the tree. If cutting a tree is unavoidable in any urban developmental project,              

the trees are transplanted to Mushref Park where they are maintained and taken care of               

indefinitely. Such is the regard with which these heritage trees are held. Similarly, across the               

Atlantic in the USA the American Elm (Ulmus americana) found across the country is also seen                

as a cultural icon. 

Certain events also accord heritage status to trees. In the 1970s in Kungstrogarden (Opera              

Garden) in Stockholm environmentalists were protesting against eleven English elms (Ulmus           
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campestris) growing in a circle from being felled to build an underground station. The              

protestors climbed the trees and remained there for weeks forcing the government to             

withdraw the construction of the station. Today these trees are identified by a sign and are an                 

important feature of the garden drawing visitors. 

Trees are also of heritage value became they are either planted by important persons or               

planted by officials and residents to commemorate a specific event. Here the trees need not be                

old or very big—but it is the purpose for which they are planted that gives them the heritage                  

status. For example, in Prague, the capital city of the Czech Republic, trees are planted along                

roads and in intersections to mark anniversaries of significance such as the formation of the               

Republic, or to mark the day World War II ended. Some 90 trees were planted in what is known                   

as the Avenue of Celebrities—all in one day—and each tree was named after important people               

associated with the country.  

Heritage trees across cities in the world have faced the threat from urbanisation. But countries               

have also accorded protection—both legally through laws and regulations as well as by creating              

awareness about the importance of these heritage trees. 

  

Heritage trees in Indian cities 

Trees of large sizes, or antiquity, or connected with a person or an event are found across cities                  

in India. Some of these have received recognition, but of many others we know little of their                 

very existence, let alone the importance of the trees in the landscape and the history of the                 

city. 

In Benglauru city, the capital of Karnataka, is situated a 150 feet tall New Caledonian Pine or                 

Cook Pine (also known in Asia as the Christmas tree) (Araucaria columnaris). The tree, brought               

to the city from New Caledonia in the late eighteenth century stands tall and easily identifiable                

in the Lal Bagh garden in the centre of the city. Also in Bengaluru is the Dodda Aalada Mara or                    

the Big Banyan (Ficus benghalensis) estimated to be around 400 years old and whose canopy               

supported by aerial roots extends over 4 acres. There are other famous banyans across the               
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country such as the 550-year-old banyan in the Bal Samand Palace in the desert city of Jodhpur,                 

Rajasthan, that has a huge colony of bats roosting amongst its branches. Others are the banyan                

in Kolkata Botanical Garden, in Kolkata in West Bengal, with a canopy extending across 4.67               

acres, and the 450-year-old banyan in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. Another ancient banyan is found              

inside the Allahabad Fort and is protected by the Indian Army. The tree is visited by hundreds of                  

pilgrims during the Kumbh Mela, which is held once in 12 years. 

The tamarind may be a part of everyday Indian cuisine. But this tree originally from Central                

Africa has attained iconic status in some sites. A tamarind tree in Gwalior, in the central Indian                 

state of Madhya Pradesh, is planted on the tomb of Tansen, the famous singer and one of the                  

jewels in the court of emperor Akbar. The tree does not have many leaves. This is owing to the                   

belief that a decoction made from the leaves and bark will make one’s voice as melodious as                 

that of Tansen—thus people are said to have plucked the leaves extensively to consume them.               

Another tamarind stands in the premises of the Osmania General Hospital in Hyderabad,             

Telangana, with a plaque that says, “This tree saved 150 lives”. During the devastating flood of                

1908 in Hyderabad nearly 15,000 people were killed. But 150 people survived by climbing onto               

the tamarind tree. Believed to be more than 300 years old, every year on September 28th a                 

programme is held at the tree to pay homage to those who lost their lives in the floods. 

The Clock Tower in Dehra Dun, Uttarakhand, is a landmark for locals and tourists alike. But few                 

know that the peepul tree adjacent to the Clock Tower is said to have been planted by the                  

freedom fighter and poet known as the Nightingale of India, Sarojini Naidu. While Dehra Dun               

may still be a small town, heritage trees are also present in crowded megacities such as                

Mumbai, the business capital of India and capital of the Maharashtra state. Scattered across the               

city are around 120 baobabs (Adansonia digitata), African trees believed to have been brought              

to India a thousand years ago by Abyssinian and Portuguese traders. These are extremely rare               

‘green monuments’ and are classified as to be protected according to a tree census conducted               

of trees in Mumbai. 

Not only single trees but groves too are of heritage value because of their antiquity. The Nallur                 

Amarai grove located in peri-urban Bengaluru, close to the international airport, extends across             
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an area of 53 acres. This grove has over 300 trees believed to have been planted during the                  

time of the Chola dynasty. The oldest tree today in the grove is around 400 years old. A strange                   

feature of the tamarind trees in this grove is that like the banyan prop emerge from the trunk                  

of the tree and provide support to these ancient trees. Some of the trees also have interesting                 

markings and the trees themselves are considered as a gene bank of tamarind trees. This grove                

is the first Biodiversity Heritage site in the country declared so under the Biodiversity Act of                

2002. In Sabarmati Ashram, in the city of Ahmedabad, Gujarat, Gandhiji’s residence and the site               

from where he led the iconic Salt Satyagraha (Dandi march) are several old and towering neem                

trees (Azadirachta indica). 

 

The towering heritage neem trees of Sabarmati Ashram 
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In spite of the variety and number of heritage trees in our cities, there is very little                 

acknowledgement of their importance—resulting in trees being destroyed. Often trees fall           

victim to ill-planned urban development projects be it a road, flyover, metro and so on. Even                

trees that could be saved with small changes such as realignments to the constructions such as                

roads are lost for ever. 

Of course, there are natural causes too that are a threat to the trees. For example, the Great                  

Banyan in the botanical gardens in Kolkata was struck by lightning during the Cyclone Amphan               

in May 2020. Some parts of the tree were thus damaged. 

But more often the development of city infrastructure is prioritised over heritage trees. And              

instances of threats to heritage trees are available from across cities in the country. The peepul                

tree next to the Clock Tower in Dehra Dun was under threat of being cut for a road-widening                  

project. But thanks to the efforts of local citizens and NGOs this was stopped. The foreign                

baobab that has made its home in urban Mumbai suffers many threats—concretisation around             

roots, nailing of posters and are also at risk of being chopped down for road widening and                 

construction of the metro. Many heritage trees in Lutyens Delhi planted during the time of the                

British too have been lost due to lack of care and maintenance, during the digging of trenches                 

for laying underground cables and for road widening. Many of these trees were planted              

between 1920 and 1935 when Lutyens Delhi was under construction—old and majestic trees             

witness to several historic events have been lost for posterity.  

There are many such heritage trees that are in danger of being lost in Indian cities—unmarked                

and undocumented. But, why do we need to protect heritage trees? 
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An undocumented banyan tree alongside a road—of large size and height 

 

Why protect heritage trees? Uses and value of heritage         

trees 

Trees in cities have many uses. They provide shade, help keep the climate cool and reduce the                 

effects of the urban heat island. They settle the dust on the roads, and absorb toxic gases from                  

vehicular and industrial pollution. Trees help prevent soil erosion by binding the soil, especially              

along urban water bodies. Trees serve as a habitat for biodiversity. At the same time, they are a                  

source of food, medicine and raw material for us and are also of cultural and sacred                

significance. 
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But heritage trees, in addition, to all of the above also provide other benefits. 

For one, heritage trees while valuable from an ecological perspective, are also living cultural              

artefacts that connect the city’s past to the present. There is no better way to take civic pride in                   

our cities than through heritage trees that are part of the history of the city itself. 

Heritage trees are also of value in tourism. Many nature lovers visit heritage trees in cities often                 

taking part in tree walks, while a tourist may inadvertently visit the tree in a park taking away                  

memories of the tree. 

Not just tourists, but local communities who live alongside heritage trees also attach cultural              

value to trees, along with aesthetic or ecological values such as shade. 

Heritage trees can play an important role in creating awareness about the importance of both               

heritage trees, as well as other trees in an urban landscape. 

Many of the heritage trees especially the Ficus are keystone species in the environment. The               

old trees serve as important roosting, nesting sites or as a food source for many species of                 

wildlife. 

An ancient tree is also an invaluable gene bank of a tree species. 

  

How to define, map, monitor and protect heritage        

trees? 

The juggernaut of urbanisation has often pitted the pro-development and pro-environment           

groups against each other. While development is important, in this era of climate change, it is                

time that cities prioritised the natural environment. 

Urban development projects have resulted in considerable loss to urban greenery, including            

heritage trees—and we may not even be aware of trees that have been lost to projects. But if                  

our cities need to be livable and sustainable, there is a need to protect both the built and                  

natural heritage of cities. 
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How can we go about this? 

There are already precedents available with regard to the protection of heritage trees in India.               

Both the Uttar Pradesh and Chandigarh government have issued orders to protect heritage             

trees in the state and union territory respectively. While this is a welcome move there is a need                  

to include more in terms of criteria for declaring of heritage trees as well as details of how to                   

map, monitor and protect heritage trees in urban India. 

Monitoring and protection of heritage trees will also need to involve multiple stakeholders,             

including encouraging citizens participation by providing information on the value of heritage            

trees and the need to protect them. 

  

Defining criteria for designation as a heritage tree 

An indicative list of criteria that defines what constitutes a heritage tree are given below. 

● Tree height 

● Crown spread 

● DBH 

● Tree age 

● Form: uncommon shape of the tree or of any of the parts such as trunk, branches,                

leaves 

● Ecological function 

● Aesthetic importance 

● Association with an event 

● Association with a person (for example commemorating a person or planted by a             

person) 

● Association with a place 

● Spiritual/mythological connection 

● Rarity of trees/species 

● Classified as having heritage value by local community/sense of place icon 
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● Biodiversity value, for example, serving as a habitat for certain endangered species or             

having an abundance of a species 

● Strange growth or pattern in trunk or branches 

● Associated with a sacred grove 

● An unusual usage of the tree 

● Landmark in the landscape 

● A curious cluster of trees. For example a set of banyan trees growing along a wall 

  

Mapping heritage trees in cities 

We need to conduct a systematic census of heritage trees in our cities and towns—this is a step                  

of considerable importance in the protection of heritage trees. A comprehensive, unified, and             

regularly updated database is critical to help with monitoring and protection of trees. 

This census should not be limited to only the core areas of cities but must extend to the                  

peri-urban into which cities are expected to expand in future. 

It is important that the process of mapping the trees should be conducted by a designated                

government body with the participation of the public enabling the city residents to help with               

the identification of heritage trees. Citizens should be allowed to nominate trees, and a              

committee can be formed that includes representation from government, NGOs, ecologists and            

citizens to look into the nominations.  

The inventory of heritage trees should include: 

● Identification of tree with species name (scientific, common and local names) 

● Height of tree (in feet or m) (using a clinometer) 

● DBH (in cm) (taken with a measuring tape at 4.5 feet or 1.3 m from the base of the tree                    

trunk) 

● GPS location of tree (longitude and latitude) 

● Other details of location such as footfall, proximity to road 
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● Health card of tree at time of census (to assess state of tree whether there is any                 

damage, hollowing and so on) 

● Photograph of tree (at least four that includes a close-up of the trunk and tree crown,                

and from a distance from different sides to capture the entire tree) 

  

DBH or circumference of tree trunk measured at chest height using a measuring tape 

 

Monitoring of heritage trees 

● Easy identification of heritage trees using a plaque or proper signage. This should also              

give information in a clear and succinct manner as to why the tree is categorised as a                 

heritage tree. The information can include the biological and cultural value of the tree.              

This will enable protection of the tree and at the same time create awareness about the                

importance and uses of the tree. 
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● Tree committees to monitor the management of trees that include members from            

government, NGOs and local citizens. 

● Training and skills need to be imparted to personnel among the government, NGOs and              

citizens on care and monitoring of trees. 

● Health and ecological monitoring card for each tree. This will help in treating for disease,               

maintenance of old trees, propping of branches, prevention of soil compaction. It should             

also contain details of biodiversity supported over a period of time, tree growth and              

other relevant observations. 

  

Protection of heritage trees 

● Legal protection in the form of inclusion in existing Acts, new Acts or issue of               

government orders that will accord the highest level of protection from being cut or              

lopped. 

● If of tourism or sacred value no structures should be allowed to be built that will                

damage any part of the trees (roots, trunk or branches). 

● Drawing up rules with regard to actions that will be deemed harmful to heritage              

trees—for example driving of nails into trees, the concretisation of the base. 

● Clear responsibilities of protection and maintenance to specified departments. 

● Budgetary allocations for heritage tree monitoring, protection and maintenance. 

  

Conclusion 

The Vrukshayurveda, an ancient text on trees, says that planting five trees is far better than                

giving birth to ten sons or a single tree by the wayside under which people can rest is far better                    

than sons who do not serve the path of dharma or artha. Such was the importance given to                  
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trees—and indirectly encouraged the ethic of planting and taking care of trees. An ethic, sadly               

we seem to be losing as we urbanise. 

We need not wait to lose something completely to begin appreciating its value—especially not              

in the case of heritage trees in our cities. By acknowledging the biological and cultural value of                 

trees, mapping trees in cities across the country, sharing information about the importance of              

the trees and collaborating we can come together to protect these sentinels of our cities. 
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